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MEETING: FULL COMMITTEE MEETING  
  held at The Cumberland Bar, 7.30pm 28th June 2017  
 
PRESENT: 

John Fitzgerald (JF)   Chair 
Fiona McDonnell (FM)  Secretary 
Duncan Smith (DRS)   Treasurer 
Jamie Pearson (JP)   Ride Captain 
Alison Pearson (AP)   Membership 
Ross Wood (RW)   Communications 
Sandy Anderson (SA)   Race Co-ordinator 
Chloe Watson (CW)   Welfare 
 

APOLOGIES: 
 Dawn Shaw (DS)   Social co-ordinator 

Lulu Tucker (LT)   Women’s Co-ordinator 
 
ABSENT: 

David Waddell (DW)   RBO representative 
John Woodrow (JW)   RBO representative 

 
 

1. Event organising and publicising 
JF – new club procedure has been agreed that whoever organises the event is the person who 
must publicise this through Facebook as they can answer any queries when they arise and 
attendees will receive notifications when event details are updated. 
 
Summer BBQ 
DRS – has confirmed booking for Yellowcraigs BBQ site on 5th August and has paid for this. 

ACTION: DRS to contact DS to confirm payment has been made and to ask for the Facebook 
event to be set up by the end of this week and ask for volunteers to help at this event. 

 
Training Day 
FM – training day has been re-scheduled from 3rd September as this clashed with the Tour of 
Britain start in Edinburgh to 1st October. This has been booked with Ingliston using the large circuit 
and has been confirmed with James McCallum. 
DRS – a deposit has been made for Ingliston and insurance has been paid for James McCallum. 
JF – a couple of more experienced Ronde riders should be available on the day to help out as 
required leading smaller groups of less-confident riders. 
AP – will this be continue to be discounted for new members? Yes - £25 for previous attendees, 
£15 for new members. 
 ACTION: FM to create Facebook event. 
 

2. Forthcoming events 
JP would like to organise a longer ride during August. This may involve reducing the number of 
ride co-ordinators who will be available on the chosen Saturday. 

ACTION: JP liaise with LT to organise Rapha Women’s 100 (July 23rd), organise Tour of 
Britain ride (3rd September) and possible other longer August rides. 
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3. Ride co-ordination 
JF – comment raised about a ‘fast’ and ‘slow’ 9.20 group with members not wanting to commit to 
a group because it was ‘too fast’. 

ACTION: JP to communicate with all ride co-ordinators to remind them of the ride paces and 
that both 9.20 groups ride at the same pace. This needs to be co-ordinated weekly with 
members to ensure they are aware of this ‘issue’. If there are two 9.20 co-ordinators, both 
need to make sure they have an even number of riders. The communication of who is leading 
which group doesn’t need to be announced. 

JP – mapping routes is working well and routes are being posted in advance with help if required. 
JF – average speed on rides is dependent on who is in the group and how strong they are feeling. 
It is difficult to predict this in advance or settle on a chosen speed. 
SA – it is important for all riders to take a turn on the front. This has been discussed recently on 
Facebook and means communication is required amongst riders. 
 

4. Kit ordering 
We have discussed future proposals for kit ordering: 
1. Continue with current process, but reduce number of items per order to a winter and summer 

order. Publicise the dates of these orders. Don’t order additional stock items. This should 
significantly reduce workload. 

2. Changing to a ‘direct to customer’ model using a brand like Endura or Champion Systems. 
This would more than likely increase the price of kit. 

3. Contact RBO to arrange for them to takeover the kit ordering process. 
ACTION: JF, RW and FM to create a kit survey for members to establish member’s motivation 
for purchasing kit and ask for their opinion about future kit orders. 
ACTION: JF to discuss possibilities with RBO for future orders. Could they takeover 
distribution of kit entirely with a charge added to the cost of the kit when it’s ordered that’s 
passed on to RBO? 

 
6. Finance 

DRS – £9467.92 is current balance. 
 

7. Membership 
AP – we still have a large surplus, what are we going to spend it on? 
Discussion regarding reducing cost of membership as renewals will be due soon and this will be a 
way of trying to reduce a surplus. 
Decision made to reduce club membership to £19 (will charge members £20 to cover British 
Cycling administration fee). This will be communicated to members in advance of renewals and 
ratified at the AGM. 
ACTION: JF and FM to produce a communication to members to inform them of what has been 
happening throughout the year (could include kit process and membership renewals). 
 
ACTION: AP to remind members about the requirement for 3rd party liability and this is available 
from British Cycling membership, ideally through direct debit. 
 

8. Committee membership 
Committee members completed ‘committee member profile’ which will be useful when committee 
members change and gives a useful overview of what each role entails. 
 
AP will be stepping down as membership secretary and has approached a possible successor 
who will ideally be in place by September. 
 
JF will be stepping down as chairperson during the summer. FM will ‘act’ as chairperson until the 
AGM when positions will be confirmed. Ideally, there will be two members who act as co-chairs to 
share the workload. 
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9. AoB 
Exec update – club member proposed that every club group would have at least 2 cameras to 
record traffic incidents as and when they arise. We discussed that this wasn’t viable as a club but 
the club member could do this if they wished. 
 
Haugh Cross is not happening this year. 
 
ERC are looking into running Mur d’Arthur in line with the Tour of Britain and we have said to keep 
the club in loop but, at the moment, we’re not in a position to move further forward with these. 


